
Fashion Meets History: VITKAC's Art Deco
Photoshoot at Grand Hotel Łódź

Vitkac Luxury Online Shop Grand Lodz Art Deco

Photo Shoot

LODZ, POLAND, July 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Luxury department

store VITKAC has unveiled an exceptional Art

Deco-inspired photoshoot within the

revitalized interiors of the Grand Hotel in

Łódź. This campaign highlights the timeless

elegance and sophistication emblematic of

both VITKAC and the Grand Hotel.

The photo shoot features exquisite creations

from leading designers such as Saint Laurent

and Gucci. These collections, characterized

by simple geometric patterns and long,

elegant lines, seamlessly blend historical

allure with contemporary style. The classic

black-and-white palette comes alive through

innovative cuts and textures, imparting a

unique class to each ensemble.

The return of 60s-inspired dresses brings

back feminine silhouettes and retro patterns,

harmoniously paired with modern

accessories. Statement jewelry pieces add a touch of extravagance and sparkle to each look,

enhancing the overall aesthetic.

The Vitkac.com campaign celebrates the intrinsic connections between fashion, art, architecture,

high-end shopping and design. It emphasizes the cyclical nature of aesthetic trends that shape

individual styles, demonstrating how past influences continue to inspire modern elegance.

"At Vitkac, we pride ourselves on merging fashion, luxury, and history in our offerings," said

Mateusz Ciba, General Manager of Vitkac. "The Art Deco-themed photoshoot at the Grand Hotel

Łódź perfectly captures our commitment to elegance and sophistication, providing an

unparalleled experience for our clients."

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.vitkac.com/us


Immerse yourself in this extraordinary narrative that fuses art, fashion, and history in one of

Poland's most prestigious locations. The Grand Hotel in Łódź, with its rich historical backdrop,

offers not only unparalleled aesthetic experiences but also top-tier service and hospitality.

Discover the latest collections from world-renowned designers at Vitkac Department Store,

located at Bracka 9 Street in Warsaw and Rynek Główny 13 in Krakow, as well as online at the

Vitkac Luxury Online Shop. Plan your visit to the Grand Hotel Łódź today and experience where

history meets luxury.  

About Vitkac Luxury Online Shop

Founded by Arkadiusz Likus, Vitkac Luxury Online Shop offers an unmatched array of men’s and

women’s designer bags, shoes, clothing, accessories, and jewelry from 200+ prestigious brands,

catering to discerning fashion-conscious clientele. Established in 2011 as an extension of the

renowned VITKAC department store in Warsaw, with roots dating back to 1992 as an exclusive

fashion brand importer in Poland, VITKAC boasts several luxurious boutiques across the country.

Its Warsaw shopping center is the largest in Central and Eastern Europe, showcasing the finest

luxury brands. From well-established names like Gucci, Versace, and Balmain to emerging

favorites such as Jacquemus, DSquared2, and Rick Owens, Vitkac.com Luxury Online Shop caters

to the discerning tastes of fashion-conscious and high-end clientele.
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